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ROMANCE - DRAMA

LET'S MEET UP VIRTUALLY  @ CANNES PRO-CONTENT MEDIA LLC +1 (941) 350 4430

for your consideration

The story centers around Fabiola Rey
(Carolina Gaitan), a Latinx political writer
who, while investigating the murder of her
rich fiance, unravels a scandal implicating
the President (Graham McTavish) of a
powerful European country with help of
The First Lady (Lotte Verbeek). Soon she's
in a desperate race to expose the truth
while fighting for her life against his
security agents and sacrosanct regime. 
To her aid comes Octave Odnik, who plays
a pivotal role in her escapade. Perfidious,
a compelling and urgent film, is timely and
must be told. It is a film about fighting all
obstacles to succeed, searching for an
end to human/ child trafficking,
eliminating abuse of power and political
corruption.
Finally, it is a film about hope and
protecting the innocents.

LOTTE VERBEEK
Outlander - Counterpart

GRAHAM MC TAVISH
The Hobbit - Aquaman LORENZO FERRO

El Marginal - El Angel

ALFREDO CASTRO
Neruda - Narcos

PETER VIVES
Velvet - Cheetah Girls

OMAR CHAGALL
Frida - The Sopranos



for your consideration
HORROR FILM

LET'S MEET UP @ CANNES 2020 PRO-CONTENT MEDIA LLC +1 (941) 350 4430



for your consideration

LET'S MEET UP @ CANNES PRO-CONTENT MEDIA LLC +1 (941) 350 4430

DRAMEDY MUSIC SERIES



for your consideration

LET'S MEET UP @ CANNES PRO-CONTENT MEDIA LLC +1 (941) 350 4430

ROMANCE - TV MOVIE

barry langer

from "big little lies", "Goliath",

"Duck Dynasty", "will & grace"

The life of a prominent lawyer is completely turned upside-down when she
meets free-spirited dreamy musician. Nothing in common but Murphy’s law
of love that conquer hearts and out-of-box project "The Emotional Prenup".
This story carries an original message suggesting that when couples
choose to cohabit or marry they do an "Emotional Prenup" to spell out
what the expectations are but as importantly how they will treat each
other, their children, grandchildren, friends in the event that the union does
not work. 

Prepare 
to 

Engage



for your consideration

LET'S MEET UP @ CANNES PRO-CONTENT MEDIA LLC +1 (941) 350 4430

A message for
global audiences
about mental
disorders
looking for
responses on the
increasing levels of
girls’ violence.

A SILENCE WITHIN
A SILENCE WITHIN

DRAMA - PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER - RATED R

Bilingual cast from Argentina and Spain to increase
sales opportunities in Latin American markets.
Cast with LOI are attached to the project.

The marketing campaign will involve public
discussions related to women mental health prior the
premiere. 



for your consideration

LET'S MEET UP @ CANNES PRO-CONTENT MEDIA LLC +1 (941) 350 4430

ROMANTIC CRIME THRILLER

a  j o s e p h  d .  p e t e r s  s t o r y

A mysterious detective, a beautiful woman and a

criminal family who launches a bloody war when

someone crosses over to the other side and

commits the ultimate sin.

BLOOD ON THE STREETS



for your consideration

LET'S MEET UP @ CANNES PRO-CONTENT MEDIA LLC +1 (941) 350 4430

BASED ON TRUE STORY

WIFE

The Spy's

This is a love story, and the opposite, a
story of espionage and suspense. 

This is the true story of Ana Margarita
Martinez, a wife who discovered that his
husband was a Cuban spy on American

soil while watching CNN.

a  p i l a r  a y u s o  s t o r y

s p a n i s h  -  e n g l i s h



for your consideration

LET'S MEET UP @ CANNES PRO-CONTENT MEDIA LLC +1 (941) 350 4430

INSPIRATIONAL

El Candelabro
a  p i l a r  a y u s o  s t o r y

A magic story of a storyteller

A Cuban hustler arrives at a
Frenchman's house pretending to sell
him a candelabra that belonged to
Napoleon Bonaparte. 
The seller, displaying an overflowing
imagination and a natural
mischievousness for business, tells the
foreigner a story that goes back to the
time of the Mambises. 
The French, an anguished writer who is
going through a creative crisis
recognizes in the rogue storyteller a
unique talent, and proposes a deal. 
Thus begins the curious story of Michel
and Jean Claude in a novel reality
where imagination can be a powerful
force capable of transforming life.

Story written in English and Spanish



for your consideration
ANIMATOON SERIES

HATERS TOWN is the animetoon humor series politically incorrect, full of stereotypes that develops the adventures of kids
from a weird town that attend the school where stranger things related to the past and present happen.

AVAILABLE: BIBLE - TRAILER IN SPANISH



for your consideration
ANIMATED SERIES

LET'S MEET UP @ CANNES PRO-CONTENT MEDIA LLC +1 (941) 350 4430



for your consideration
NATIVE SERIES

Our goal is to reconstruct that identity and recreate the links that existed between all these people.
With this premise it was possible to demonstrate a similarity between the original peoples from the arrival of Columbus in 1492 to
the Bahamas until today; the expulsion of their original lands and the beginning of an unprecedented migration movement that
continues on even today.

"One Nation, from Sumak Kawsay to Abya Yala" 
There is a common ancestral identity, despite the great

diversity of cultures and peoples. 



for your consideration
FEATURE DOCUMENTARY

MEXICANAS
Reglas

ANDREW 0. WILSON

Original 2009 footage and photography Interviews and Investigation available

The unheard story of the waragainst drug Cartel"The Zetas"  from the perspective of twoMexican Police Officers.
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LET'S MEET UP @ CANNES PRO-CONTENT MEDIA LLC +1 (941) 350 4430

The adventure that
changed British
Jimmy Mc Sparrow 's
destiny

A new settled
life with the

indians in the
Land of the

Inkas, like the
new son of the

sun.

ADVENTURE SERIES
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